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Managing your own servers?
It is very common for all sizes of business to house and
manage their own server infrastructure. This ranges
from a simple email server through to fairly complex
systems, but one thing is common, these systems
usually underpin the business within which they operate
and usually contain data that is confidential to the
company or to the company's customers.

Should this data be lost or compromised it can impact
your business seriously. With GDPR, heavyweight
penalties can be applied to companies that have taken
inadequate steps to protect sensitive records. Assessing
the true cost of internal IT systems can be incredibly
difficult, they require cooling and fire containment
measures plus a dedicated team to run them.

Relocation to a purpose built Sure Data Centre makes sense.
The Sure Data Centres have multiple layers of physical
security, servers are in racks, within locked cages, within
locked rooms, in a secure building, within a secure
perimeter fence, with 24x7x365 security.
The Sure Data Centres are highly resilient, your data
can be mirrored in Jersey and Guernsey, power is dual
supply and always-on, backed up by UPS (Batteries)
and on site diesel generators which take the load in the
event of a power grid failure.

The explosion of the use of cloud is everywhere, Sure
have build private cloud infrastructure in their data
centres so that your applications & storage can be
migrated to these systems (and the old servers shut
down) yet still remain in a secure physical environment.
Additionally Sure have major connections into cloud
providers Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure
as well as super high bandwidth connectivity to internet
peering and Global carrier interconnect points on the
UK and France mainland.

Private Cloud
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»» On-island vCloud
»» Encryption at rest
»» Flexible & Scalable

»» Resilient cooling
»» Energy Efficient
»» Scalable

»» Connection to Azure
»» Connection to AWS
»» Use as needed

Resilience

Excellent Connectivity

Security
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»» Deep in the core network
»» High Bandwidth Direct
connection to IP Backbone
»» On and off Islands connectivity

»»
»»
»»
»»

Mirrored locations
UPS & Generators
Diverse power connections
Fuel supply & contracts
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24 x 7 on-site security
Ultra secure facility
24 x 7 NOC
Multiple layers of security
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